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Summary (Isp)may be required. Also, because of the limits of the capa-
bilityof the IUS and potentially limitedavailabilityof the Titan

Metallized propellants are liquid propellants with a metal IV/Centaur G-Prime for NASA missions, alternativesto these
additive suspended in a gelled fuel. Typically, aluminum par- stages should be considered.
ticles are the metal additive. These propellants increase the The largest available stage for the STS is the Inertial Upper
density and/or the specific impulse of the propulsion system. Stage (IUS, ref. 1). It can deliver a 2268-kg (5000-Ibm)pay-
Usingmetallized propellantsfor volume-and mass-constrained loadto geosynchronousEarth orbit (GEO). However, for plane-
upper stages can deliver modest increases inperformance for tary missions, the IUS is limited to low-energy missions. The
low Earth orbit to geosynchronous Earth orbit (LEO-GEO) t Galileo mission to Jupiter (ref. 2) was launched on an IUS.
and other Earth-orbital transfer missions. However, using Using the Space Transportation System (STS)/IUS, its flight
metallized propellants for planetary missionscan deliver great time will be 6.5 yr. With a high-performance cryogenic upper
reductions in flight time with a single-stage, upper-stage stage, the flight time could havebeen reduced to 1.5 yr. There
system, is not, however, any cryogenic upper stage available that is

Tradeoff studies comparing metallized propellant stage compatible with the STS (refs. 3 and 4).
performance with nonmetallized upper stages and the Inertial A new upper-stage system will be needed to fully exploit
Upper Stage (IUS)are presented.These upper stages, launched the capabilities of the STS and the planned Space Transporta-
from the STSand STS-C, are bothone- and two-stagevehicles tion System--Cargo (STS-C). An alternative to the STS is the
that provide the added energy to send payloads to high altitude Titan IV. Titan IV/Centaur G-Prime is a candidate for NASA

orbits and onto interplanetary trajectories thatare unattainable missions, but its availability to NASA may be limited. This
withonly the SpaceTransportationSystem (STS)and the Space limited availability is caused by the number of Air Force
TransportationSystem--Cargo (STS-C). The stage designsare payloads that have been deferred because of the STS launch
controlled by the volume and the mass constraints of the STS delays and the resulting high priority placed on Air Force
and STS-C launch vehicles. The influencesof the density and missions. Over the last several years, the Air Force and NASA
specific impulse increases enabled by metallized propellants have studied many potential configurations for future upper
are examined for a variety of different stage and propellant stages. These studies have included stages using cryogenic,
combinations. Earth-storable, and space-storable propellants.

Currently planned Department of Defense missions will
require large payloads tobe delivered to GEO. To accomodate

Introduction these payloads, the AdaptableSpacePropulsionSystem(ASPS)
study addressed improvementsto the capabilitiesof the current

With the potential expansion of operations and payload upper stages for the Air Force (ref. 5). Withthe higher density
deliveries to Earth orbit, additional payload capability beyond of Earth- and space-storablepropellants, a compact stage was
the current Inertial Upper Stage (IUS)_ and the Titan IV/ designed to fulfill large payload delivery missionsto GEO. An
Centaur G-Prime may be required. Several robotic missions ASPS was designed to deliver 4536 kg (10 000 Ibm)to GEO.
to other planets are planned as precursors to the piloted flights Planetarymissionswere also considered. As a successor to this
of the NASA Space Exploration Initiative. Also, future plane- study, the Upper-Stage Responsiveness Study was conducted
tary missions will be increasingly complex and will perform (ref. 6). The U.S. Air Force Systems Command investigated
more propulsion-related maneuvers. These maneuvers will a cryogenic propulsion upper stage for the Titan IV (refs. 6
include multiple orbit changes about the outer planets (as with to 8). This stage was designed to send a minimum of 6123 kg
the Galileo mission to Jupiter and the Cassini mission to and a maximum of 6804 kg (13 500 to 15000 Ibm)to GEO.
Saturn). When spacecraft require more maneuvering, they also Over the last decade, intensive studies of large space-based
become more propulsion-intensive and, consequently, more and ground-based Orbital Transfer Vehicles (OTV, refs. 9
massive. Because of the large masses that are needed for these to 11) and Space Transfer Vehicles have been conducted at
missions, advanced upper stages with high specific impulse NASA (refs. 12 and 13). In the wake of the original STS/

tAcronyms and symbols are defined in the appendix.



Centaur program, Centaur-derived vehicles have also been Also, higher densitymetaltizedEarth-and space-storablepro-
analyzed (refs. 14 to 16). Earth-orbital, interplanetary, and pellants were able to enhance propellant storability for a Mars
lunar transfer missions have been studied to exploit the work ascent vehicle with a minimal increase in the low Earth orbit
conducted in the original Centaur program and to tailor its (LEO) mass in comparison with OJH 2 propellants (ref. 18).
high-performance potential for future NASA missions, includ- A nitrogen tetroxide/monomethylhydrazine/aluminum(NTO/

ing those of the Space Exploration Initiative. MMH/A1)system can deliver a 25-1bf-s/lbmlsp increase over
None of these stage studies, however, has been carried to NTO/MMH. This performance advantage can make storable

the development of a flight vehicle. With no fixed designunder propellants an important option over O2/H 2 propellants for
consideration, alternative technologies should be considered extended stays of several hundred days on Mars.
to further improve the potential performance of future upper Many of these benefits for lunar and Mars missionsare also
stages. To see the benefits of metallized propellants for upper directly applicable to upper stages because of the strict con-
stages, we must consider the missions and propulsion system straints on the mass and volume imposed on the upper stages
designs togetherand analyze them. This report discussesthese in the STS and STS-C. In addition, the need for upper stages
aspects and the results of the overall systems analyses, to be able to loiter in Earth orbit because of launch window

timing may prove that metallized storable propellants are a
useful option.

Why Metallized Propellants? Safety is another important advantage of metallized propel-
lants (ref. 20). Because the aluminum is gelled with the fuel,

One advanced propulsion system that can provide benefits widespread spillage of the propellant would be prevented if it
for upper stagesis a metallizedpropellant system. The primary were released.The spillwouldalsobe easier tocleanup because
benefits of these propellants are increased performance and it would be restricted to a more confined area. Also, gelling
significantlyenhancedsafety. These propellantsoffer increases makes the propellants less sensitive to high-energy particles
in the overall propellant density and/or the Iw of a propulsion thatpenetrate the propellant tank. If a projectile (such as space
system, and these increases can enable significantlaunch mass debris or a wrench dropped during ground assembly) pene-
reductions or payload increases over conventional chemical trated the propellant tank, the gel would preventa catastrophic ,
propellants. Metallized propellants have metal added to the explosion.
fuel--typically, in the form of micron-sized particles. These
particlesare suspendedin a gelledfuel to increaseits combustion

energy and its density. The Ispof an engine is proportional to Propulsion Systems Analyses

,_ T In the process of determining the potential performancelspo_ advantages of metallized propellants, a series of propulsionMW
systems analyses, or tradeoff studies, were performed. These

where studies used the launch mass and volume constraints of the

STS and STS-C to definethe capabilityof futureupper stages.
T combustion temperature After the launch vehicle constraints were determined and

MW molecular weight of combustion products the missions and generic designs of the stages were formula-

Because of the increased combustion temperature, or the ted, these constraints, missions, and designs could be folded
reduced molecular weight of the exhaust products, or both, together to find the performance of the stages for the varying
the Ispof the propulsion system is increased. The increases mission requirements.
in propellant density reduce the tankage mass as well as the In the analyses presented here, two figures of merit will be
overall propulsion system dry mass. Because many of the considered. These are the payload delivery mass to an Earth
propulsion system elements are dependent on the propellant orbit and the injected mass onto a planetary trajectory.
mass and volume, the propellant densitycanhave a great effect To compute the figuresof merit, the rocketequation is used:
on the overall dry mass. / N

Higher specific impulse Ispsystems and/or higher density AV = lspgo In m(L---I
propellants will be needed to increase the payload capability \mf /I

of existing launch vehicles and their upper stages. Previous where
studiesof Mars and lunar missions(refs. 17to 19) determined
that metallized propellants are an attractive alternative to AV velocity change

O2/H 2 for future space transportation systems. For both Mars Iw specific impulse
and lunar missions, the payload delivered to the surface can go gravitational constant
be increased: 20 to 33 percent added payload for the Mars
mission (ref. 18) and 3 percent added payload for the lunar mo initial mass
missions (ref. 17). my final mass



Using the launch vehicle constraints, the stage designs, the TABLE I.--METALLIZED PROPELLANT

missionrequirements,and the rocketequation,we can calculate ENGINE PERFORMANCE

the payload or the injected mass. In the following sections,
these constraints on the upper-stage designs are discussed. [Expansionratio,500:1;chamberpressure,1003psia.]

Propellant Specific impulse, Isp,
Launch Vehicle Constraints ts_ efficiency,

The upper-stagecapabilityis presentedin the resultssectionfor Ibf-s/Ibm 7/

both STS and STS-C payloads launched from the Eastern Test No Metallized
Range (28.5* inclination). The launch vehicles have signi- metal (aluminum)
ficantly different payload capabilities to LEO: 24 950 kg
(55 000 Ibm) for the STS (ref. 5) and 68 040 kg (150 000 Ibm) NTO/MMH 341.2 366.4 0.938O2/MMH 381.9 386.2 .940
for the STS-C (ref. 21). The payload bay lengths are also dif- O2/Cn4 382.1 384.3 .940
ferent: 18.3 m (60 ft) for the STS and 25 m (82 ft) for the odn 2 479.5 485.4 .984
STS-C. Both systems have a payload bay diameter of 4.57 m
(15 ft).

For both the STSand STS-C, a set of airbornesupportequip-
ment was includedto hold the upper stage within the cargo bay lower than predicted _ will be discussed later in the paper.
and provide an erection table to elevate the stage for deploy- For the same efficiency for the metallized and nonmetallized
ment. The mass of the support equipment was 4109 kg engines, the increases in lsp are several lbrs/lbm. With
(9058 Ibm,ref. 22). This mass was subtracted from the pay- metallized OJH2/AI, an increase in lsp of 5.9 lbf-s/lbm is
load capability of the launch vehicle when the performance possible over an O2/H2system. With NTO/MMH/A1, the Isp
of the upper stages was estimated. The total masses available increase over the nonmetallized case is 25 ibf-s/lbm.
for the upper stages are 20 841 kg and 63 931 kg for the STS The mixture ratios and the metal loadings for these designs
and STS-C, respectively, are given in table II. The metal loading represents the fraction

(by mass) of aluminum in the total mass of the fuel. The

Propulsion System Design mixture ratio is defined as it is for traditional chemical
propulsion: the ratio of the totaloxidizer mass to the total fuel

Engine performance.--The engine performance of the mass. In selecting the "best" metallized system design, one
metallized propellant combinationswas estimatedwith a com- must analyze the propellant mixture ratio and metal loading
puter simulation code (ref. 23). The expansion ratio _for each and their effects on the engine I_pand the propulsion system
of the engines, 500:1, was selected on the basis of the planned dry mass. The "best" system design is chosen to maximize
engine designs. The engine chamber pressure, 1000psia, was the delivered payload or minimize the initial mass in LEO.
selected on the basis of various engine designs under con- Some of the issues that are important in determining the
sideration for the upper stage. The propellants were provided appropriate design for a metallized propulsion system are
to the combustion chamber in the liquid state, discussed below: the propellant density, the performance, and

Table I contrasts the predicted performance of several the system dry mass.
propulsionsystemswithand withoutmetallizedfuel. An engine Propellantdensity.--When the aluminumloadingsconsidered
I_pefficiency was used to modify the code-predicted Isp. The in the engine performance calculationsare used, the propellant
Ispefficiency r/ is the ratio of the estimated engine perfor- density for the H 2 fuel can increase from 70 to 169 kg/m 3 (H 2

mance and the code-predicted I_p.This reduction reflects the with a 60-percent aluminum loading). For MMH/AI, the den-
losses due to combustion, the engine flowfield, engine cycle sity is 1324 kg/m3 (50-percent Al loading) in contrast to
inefficiencies, and other propulsion system losses. The engine
efficiencies were derived from the performance estimates of
references 24 to 27 and from comparisons with the vacuum
I,p predicted by the engine code. In this analysis, metallized TABLE II.--METALLIZED PROPELLANT
propellants have the same engine efficiency as the nonmetal- ENGINEDESIGNPARAMETERS
lized systems. There are additional losses that have not been
included in this analysis that may potentially penalize the Propellant Mixture ratio

metallized propellant cases, such as two-phase flow losses in
the exhaust and the nozzle boundary layer, and nozzle erosion. No metal Metallized

Numerical modeling, propellant rheology experiments, and (aluminumloading)
hot-fire engine testing have been conducted to determine the NTO/MMH 2.0 0.9 (50)
potential engine efficiency of metallized propellants (refs. 28 O2/MMH 1.7 .9 (35)
to 3l). Without the predicted increases in Isp, the advantages O2/Cn4 3.7 1.8(45)
of these propellants are significantly reduced. The effect of O2/H 2 6.0 1.6(60)



870 kg/m3 for MMH. The density is computed with Mixture
ratio

1 E 486- 1.6

Pp,m = .o )1 - ML ML "_+ L 2.0/

_ 2.8
where -_ 3

tn
.__. 482-

Pp,,i, density of metallized fuel, kg/m 3 o
ML metal loading (fraction of fuel mass) "_o..

p,,, density of metal in the fuel, kg/m 3 to 480 ] ] ]

pp density of nonmetallized fuel, kg/m 3 30 40 50 60Metal loading, percent of fuel mass

For the maximal reduction in LEO mass or the maximal Figurel.--Specific impulseof O2/H2/AIversusmetal loading.Expansion
payload increase, tradeoff studies must be conducted todeter- ratio, 500:1.

mine the "best" Iw and density for each propulsion system.
Figure 1 shows the effectof metal loadingon lspfor OjH2/AI. in contrast to the 49.4 m3 required for the nonmetallized
The maximal metal loading considered was 60 percent of the NTO/MMH system.
fuel mass. A higher lsr is produced at higher metal loadings. Although the tankage volume would decrease in the
The selection of the 60-percent loading performance level was NTO/MMH/Ai system, other applications of metallized
guided by the results of the systems analyses. The benefits propellants, such as O2/Hz/A1,would show a small tankage
of a metal loading in the fuel above 60 percent were small, volume increase. This is due to the lower mixture ratio of the
This result is discussed later in the paper. The total metal metallized O2/H2/AI system over the O2/H2 system. In the
loading of all the propellant (oxidizer and fuel) of the fixed upper stage, the total 02 tank volume could be reduced
O2/H2/A1propulsion system was 23 percent. This loading is from 43.7 to 31.4 m3 for the O2/H2/AIsystem. The H2 tank
comparable to that of existing solid propulsion systems. An volume, however, would increase from 119.6 to 133.7 m3

l,r of 485.4 lbf-s/lbm was delivered at a metal loading of with metallized propellants. Overall, the total tank volume
60 percent of AI in the H2/AI fuel, an E of 500:1, and a would increase from 163.3 to 165.1 m 3 (a difference of
mixture ratio of 1.60. 1.8 m3, or 1.1 percent). This example is for the fixed stage

Because of the drop in mixture ratio required for the metal- launched from the STS-C which is described later in the
lized fuels, the O2/H2/AIbulk density decreases slightly with report.
metal loading over O2/H2. The peak lsp design point for Pump-fedandpressure-fedsystems.--To deliver the very
O2/H2/AI,therefore, may require a heavier propulsion system high performance being considered in these upper-stage
than for the nonmetallized case. Reference 18 compares the analyses, a pump-fed engine is used. Pressure-fed propulsion
propulsion masses for several metal loadings. There is a small systems, while a potential alternative, typically require larger
variation in the total mass of the propulsion system with the masses for propellant tankage and pressurization systems. For
different metal loadings. On the basis of the tradeoff studies, metallized propellants, the propellant feed system must be
the highest l_psystem of the range in figure I (which has a designed to supply the non-Newtonian, thixotropic metallized
metal loadingof 60 percent)was selected. For all the remaining propellant with the same reliability as the nonmetallized H2.
metallized combinations, the metal loading was selected to Currently, metallized propellants are fed to small propulsion

provide the maximal Iw for the propulsion system. The systems with positive-displacement propellant expulsion
remaining propellant combinationsproduce an overall density devices (diaphragms and other devices, ref. 32). A positive
increase. This increase reduces the propellant tank volumeand expulsion system and a pressure-fed system, however, are
reduces the overall dry mass. considered impractical and too massive for large propellant

Even if the benefits of reduced LEO mass or increased tanks. For the extremely large propellant loads needed on
payload are not desired or significant, the effects of increased upper stages, a way of effectivelyusing pump-fedengines may
propellant density can benefit upper stages. Because of the be essential.Past work (ref. 33) has shownthat highpropellant
increaseddensity, the propellant tankage size can be reduced, expulsion efficiencies can be achieved without resorting
potentially offering better and smaller tank configurations. As to positive expulsion devices. Proper design of the tank out-
an example, for the fixed stage using NTO/MMH/AI, the let has allowed normal, predictable outflow with gelled
propellant tank volume would be reduced over that for the propellants. Turbopumpsfor metallizedengines havealso been
NTO/MMH system. In the metallized system, the totalpropel- demonstrated in large-scale tests (ref. 34). These initial tests
lant tank volumefor one missionwould be reduced to 41.4 m3 provided preliminary data on the effectiveness of pump-fed



propulsion. Although the pump was somewhat eroded, new factor are 1.4 and 2.0, respectively. The safety factor is based
methods of pump design may alleviate this. on the tank material ultimate stress. The propellant-residual-

Mass-scaling equations.--In determining the dry mass of and-holdup mass is 1.5 percent of the total propellant mass.
the transfer vehicles, the followinggeneral mass-scalingequa- This percentage accommodates a small added mass for cryo-
tion was used: genic propellant boiloff. Because the stages are expendable,

no large allowance was made for propellant losses due to
mdry= A + Bp boiloff.e

The cryogenic propulsion systems use autogenous pressur-
where ization. The NTO/MMH and the space-storable systems use

A,B mass parameters regulated helium pressurization. In the pressurant tank, the
maximal operating pressure is 3722 psia, and the storage

mp propellant mass pressure is 3444 psia. The flange factor and safety factor for

Table III lists the propulsion mass-scaling parameters for the pressurant tanks are 1.1 and 2.0, respectively. For the
all the systems considered. These parameters include all the autogenous systems, a small helium pressurization system is
masses that are required to store and deliver propellants to included. It can pressurizeone-tenthof the total propellanttank
the main engines. They includetankage, engines, feed system, volume. For thermal control, the cryogenic propellants (02,
thermal control, structure, residuals, and contingency. The H2, and CH4) use a high-performance multilayer insula-
A parameter of the scaling equations varies because of the tion (ref. 3). The storable propellants only require a lower-
different configurations of spherical and cylindrical tankage, performance multilayer insulation.
Only the O2/H 2 and O2/HJAI stages required cylindrical
tanks. This is due to the relatively low density of the H2 and Mission Requirements

HE/AI fuels. The B parameter depends on the propellant The missions under consideration for these large upper
mixture ratio, the propellant metal loading, and hence the stages include two major categories: Earth orbital and plane-
propellant density. The specific mixture ratios and the metal tary. Each mission is described by a mission velocity change
loadings are listed in table II. AV or an injection energy (Ca).

All the tankage configurations considered in the study were Velocitychanges for LEO-GEO orbit transfer.--Many and
based on the ability to package the stage within the STS and varied payload deliveries to GEO are planned (refs. I and 35).
STS-C cargo bays. For the O2/HE/A1 and O2/H 2 stages, The payloads tobe placed there are communicationssatellites,
cylindrical H 2 and H2/A! tankage was required to fit within observation systems, and other remote-sensing satellites, such
the 4.3-m-diametercargo bay. A cylindrical tank was alsoused as those for the Mission to Planet Earth.

for the 02 tank in the STS-C O2/H 2 stage. The remaining The orbit transfer equations are (ref. 36)
tankage for all other upper stages was spherical.

The propellant tankage for all the systems is designed for AV = A_e + AVcirc
a 50-psia maximaloperating pressure. The propellant is stored
at 30 psia. The tanks for 02, H2, and CH 4 are made of /

aluminum alloy(2219-T87), and the tanks for NTO and MMH AVI,.= V,,"_ I + 3R CIare made of titanium (Ti-6AI-4V).The flange factor and safety 1 + R

TABLE III.--PROPULSION SYSTEM / 2R

MASS-SCALING PARAMETERS CI = 2 "_ -- cos (0to t - 0circI+R

Propellants Scaling Application

parameter R = rf
r,,

A B

NTO/MMH 440.00 a0.1358 STS, STS-C E, ----"_ /x
NTO/MMH/AI u.1345 STS, STS-C ro

O2/MMH a.1396 STS, STS-C

O2/MMH/Al a.1376 STS, STS-C and
O2/CH4 a.1458 STS, STS-C

O2/CHa/AI ,, a.1440 STS, STS-C ,,_ / 3 + R

O2/H2 355.12 b.1598 STS-C AVcirc= VoXtVR-(l -+-R) C2O2/H 2 373.80 c. 1576 STS

O2/H2/AI 373.80 c.1584 STS, STS-C

aSphcrical tanks. 2 f2b . .

Cyhndr,cal 0 2 and H2 tanks. C2 = -- "_ I--"-_ COS (0circ)CSphcrical 0 2 tank. cylindrical H2 tank. R



where injected mass to a specific injection energy C3. The C3 is the

V orbital velocity, km/s hyperbolic excess velocity squared and is defined by

r orbital radius, km (or 6378.14 km + orbital

altitude, kin) ¢_f-_-S+ V'_2
0 orbital plane change, rad C 3 = \ "to .A // - 2 t_ = i/2# Earth's gravitational parameter, 398601.3 km3/s2 ro

where
Subscripts:
circ circularization C3 injection energy, km2/s2

f final AV velocity change, km/s
o initial ro orbital radius, km

te transfer ellipse V_ hyperbolicexcess velocity
tot total For planetary missions, the injected mass is the total mass

(above the upper stage's dry mass) that is placed onto an inter-
By using these Hohmann orbit-transfer equations, we can planetary trajectory. It includes the payload and the adapter

compute the AV for a minimum energy transfer. The initial between the payload and the stage.
altitude for the mission is 241 km. The total one-way AV for Existingupperstagescannotprovidethe high injectionenergies
the LEO-GEO missionis 4.25 km/s, and the totalplane change for fastmissions.TableV listssomepast, planned,and potential
is 28.5°. This AV must be delivered in two firings. One is the planetary missions (refs. 2, 37, and 38). The injected masses
initialfiringtoplacethe spacecraftontoan ellipticaltransferorbit, and the injectionenergiesfor the missionsare provided. All of
The second firing circularizes the orbit at GEO. the fastmissions(exceptGalileo)use a Jupiterswingbymaneuver

The variable 0tot is the total plane change to be conducted to shorten the flight time. Currently, the Saturn Orbiter/Titan
during the orbit transfer. Variable 0circ is the plane change Probe missionis named Cassini. For a fast mission to Saturn,
performed during the circularization firing. An optimum split a C3of 109km2/s2 is needed. Currently, its missionis planned
between the transfer ellipse and the circularization AV was with an injectionenergy that is very low: only28 km2/s2. This
included in the calculation.The AVte is 2.46 km/s and includes limit on C3 is imposed by the Titan IV/Centaur G-Prime
2.2* of theplane change.Thisorbit's apogeewill be at theGEO capability. The launch vehicle limitation forces the spacecraft
altitude. The secondfiring (AVcirc) is performed at GEO. This to fly a AV Earth-gravity-assist(AVEGA) trajectory. On such
AV is 1.79 km/s. The remaining 26.3" of the plane change is a trajectory, the spacecraft is placedon a flight path that returns
performed during the GEO burn. to the vicinity of the Earth. This Earth flyby adds the required

Velocity changes for other Earth-orbital transfers.--Other energy to the spacecraftand sends it on its way to the planet.
Earth-orbitalmissionsare under considerationfor the Strategic This flyby also adds from 1.5 to 3 yr to the flight time of the
Defense Initiativemissions:10000- to 17 935-kmaltitudeswith mission. As is planned for Cassini, the Galileo mission was
a 65* inclination(ref. 35). The AV's for severaldifferentorbital launched on an IUS at a low C3(17 km2/s2). This lower C3
transfers are listed in tableIV. TheseAV's were computedwith requiresa Venus-EarthEarth-gravity-assist(VEEGA)trajectory:
the equationsdiscussedpreviously.The 36.5° inclinationchange
represents a transfer from a 28.5* to a 65° inclinationorbit.

TABLE V.--POTENTIAL PLANETARY
Injection energyfor planetary missions.--The performance MISSIONREQUIREMENTS

of an interplanetaryupper stage is described by the delivered [From references 3, 25,and 26.]

Mission Injected mass, Injection energy

TABLE IV.--ORBIT TRANSFER VELOCITY kg C3,
CHANGES: EARTH-ORBITAL MISSIONS km2/s2

Galileo (direct) 2550 80.0
Mission Velocity change, Inclination

z_V, change, Saturn Orbiter/ 2488 109.0
km/s deg Titan Probe (direct)

LEO to GEOa 4.253 28.5 Titan Flyby/ 1575 136.9
LEO to 10 000 km 4.293 36.5 Titan Probe

LEO to 17 935 km 4.367 36.5 Uranus Flyby/ 1298 150.0
Uranus Probe

aLow Earth orbit (LEO) is defined as a 241-km altitude orbit (28.5 °
inclination), and geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO) is a 35 870-km
orbit (0" inclination). Pluto Flyby 700 160.0



one flyby of Venus and two Earth flybys. Usingthis flightpath a000 --
adds 5 yr to the flight time. A direct trajectory with a Ca of
80 km2/s 2 wouldonly require 1.5 yr to reachJupiter. Advanced Propellant
upperstagescanproducea higherC3,shortenthemissionflight 6000-- 17".,1Nonmetallized
time, and return the scienceto Earth more quickly. D Metallized

O'J

d
LU

Results .=_4oo0-•o t/
o

In this section, the results of the systemsanalyses for several _,
differentupper-stagemissionsare discussed.Bothone- andtwo- o. 2000 --" "

v ,4
stage systems are considered. The stage performance for opti-
mizedvehiclesand fixed-stagedesignsare addressed.Optimized ,, ,,
vehicles are those whose stage masses are matched to the " "v A

specificmissionsbeing considered. For example, for differing 0 -- - _ _

payloads, the propellantload and the dry massof the stagewere _ _;_ _i "_ _
varied such that the entire vehicle's mass was maintainedat the - . _ _ _ o_ :_-_
limitof the STSor STS-C payload mass. Thus the "optimal" _ o _ _ O
or maximum performance was gained every mission for each _: o
payload. This optimal performance over the full range of Propulsiontechnology
payloads,however, is only theoreticallyachievable.In actuality,
a fixed stage is used on a launch vehicle. Fixed stagesare those FigureZ--Payloadcapability for a one-way STS upper-stage mission fromlow Earth orbit to geosynchronousorbit (LEO-GEO).
that havea fixed dry mass over the range of missionsfor which
they were considered. Because they have a fixed mass, they
will operate "nonoptimally" and not deliver the maximum
payload for all conditions other than the design point. The 20000 --
optimized stage results are presented first. After these results Propellant
are discussed, the fixed-stage performance is presented. [] Nonmetallized

Metallized
15000 --

Optimized Stages c.-- 7 7

LEO-GEO orbit transfer.--A performance comparison of O_ // //
the nonmetallizedand the metallized stages for the LEO-GEO o / /
mission is shown in figure 2 (for the STS) and figure 3 (for ,- 10000 -- / /:_ / /

the STS-C). The O2/HE/AI system can deliver the highest o_ // //
payload to GEO: 6226 kg for the STS and 19211 kg for the _. / / /

STS-C. With O2/H 2, however, nearly the same payload can 5000 -- // ,_
be delivered as with the O2/HE/AI system. For the LEO-GEO / /

missions, metallized O2/HE/AI provides only a 1.6-percent _ // //
payload increase over O2/H 2 with the STS and a 1.7-percent _ _ / /
increase with the STS-C. With the space-storablepropellants, 0 u _ /
the payload delivered ranged from 4300 kg on the STS to _ -..

- _ o _ _=
14 000 kg with the STS-C. The percentage savings with the O _ _ _ _ _--_ O'_metallized space-storables was similar to that for metallized z_ _ o o
O2/H2/Al: 1.8 to 1.6 percent over their nonmetallizedcounter- z
parts (for STS and STS-C, respectively) for the O2/CH4/AI Propulsion technology

propellant, and 3.0 to 2.6 percent for the O2/MMH/AI Figure 3.--Payload capability for a one-way STS-C upper-stage mission from

propellant, low Earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit (LEO-GEO).

The largest percentagegainof any of the metallizedcombina-
tions is with NTO/MMH/A1.An NTO/MMH/AI stage delivers
a 17-to 19-percentbenefit over NTO/MMH. As a replacement the STS-C. This is in contrast to the 2268-kg IUS GEO
for the IUS, a storable NTO/MMH/AI upper stage can signifi- capability with either the STS or STS-C.
cantly increase the deliveredpayload. An NTO/MMH/AI stage Other Earth-orbital transfers.--In table VI, the payload
can send 3970 kg to GEO with the STS and 13 090 kg with capabilitiesof all of the propulsion technologies for two Earth-



TABLEVI.--PAYLOADCAPABILITIES: performance for planetary injections was determined. The
HIGHLY INCLINED EARTH-ORBITAL performance of these stages was first computed to determine

TRANSFERMISSIONS the maximumdeliverable injectedmass. These optimizedstage

Propulsion Missionaltitude,a designs were also used to definea fixed stage and to determine
technology km the performance differences between it and the optimized

system.
1oooo 17935 Figures 4 to 7 depict the injected mass as a function of C3

for the STS and STS-C. These plots show the overall per-
Payload mass,

formance benefits for metallized propellant for O2/H2/AI,kg
02/MMH/AI, and NTO/MMH/AI. With the STS, the

STS mission: increases are smaller than those enabled with the STS-C: 80

NTO/MMH 3267.8 3 123.6 to 100 kg with O2/H2/A1, 115 to 140 kg with O2/MMH/AI,
NTO/MMH/A1 3892.6 3 743.8 and 540 to 650 kg with NTO/MMH/A1. For the STS-C, the
O2/CH4 4 095.6 3 943.9 injected mass increases enabled with O2/H2/A1are in theO2/CHa/AI 4 171.9 4 020.0
O2/MMH 4 179.6 4 028.6 range of 300 to 360 kg. With O2/MMH/A1, the STS-C
O2/MMH/AI 4 306.5 4 154.8
O2/H2 6 042.8 5 886.7 10 000

O2/H2/AI 6 142.9 5 987.1 Propeilant

STS-Cmissions: 8000 02/H2/AI
NTO/MMH 10 997.3 10 559.9 02/H2
NTO/MMH/AI 12 857.0 12 420.7 02/MMH/AI

c_ 02/MMHO2/CH4 13 452.4 13 010.0
O2/CHa/AI 13 672.1 13 231.5 o_ 6000
O2/MMH 13 692.0 13 254.3 E
Oz/MMH/AI 14 054.2 13 619.0
O2/H 2 18 674.1 18 255.7 "_ 4000
O2/H2/AI 18 990.3 18 575.9 "__

a65° inclination.

2000

orbital missions are presented. For these other Earth-orbital
missions, the payload gains with metallized propellants are
similar to those for the LEO-GEO mission. For the 10 000-km 0 50 100 150 200
mission (with a 65* inclination) and the missionto 17 935 km Injectionenergy,C3,km2/s2
(65° inclination),the payloadincreasesfor metallizedpro-
pellantsrange from 1.7 to 3.1 percent. This is the performance Figure4.--STS performance with O2/H2/AIand O2/MMH/AI upper stages.
range for the O2/HffAl, O2/CH4/A1,and "the O2/MMH/AI
systems. Again, the NTO/MMH/AI system produced the 10000 r---

greatest increase over its nonmetallized counterpart: 20 per- | Propellant

cent (with the STS) and 17 percent (with the STS-C). On [ O2/H2/AI
the 10 O00-km mission, the total payload delivered with 8000 02/H2
NTO/MMH/A1 was 3890 kg (with the STS) and 12 860 kg NTO/MMH/AI
(with the STS-C). As with the GEO missions, metallized t_ NTO/MMH

NTO/MMH/A1 propellants provide a substantialpayload gain _ 6000
over the NTO/MMH system. This metallized combination is =_
the only one with large payload benefits for this Earth-orbital "_
mission class. _ 4000

As with the LEO-GEO missions, the space-storable and _ ,
cryogenic propellants deliver very significantpayload masses _ •

,N
for these other Earth-orbital flights. Theirpayload capability 2000 \\exceeds that of the NTO/MMH/AI system. This is especially _,_
true of the cryogenic O2/H 2 system. Using these nonmetal- _"
lized space-storableand cryogenic systems is therefore highly I "_",l I
beneficial. 0 50 100 150 200

Planetary missions.--With the same upper-stage mass- Injectionenergy,03,km2/s2
scaling equations used for the LEO-GEO analysis, the Figure5.--STS performancewithO2/H2/AIand NTO/MMH/AIupper stages.



1o o O2H2AOMMHAO2H2Prot10000, O2/MMH ca
ca _ (1)Galileo \
"" _ 6000 -- (2) SOTP _. \

6000 _ E (3) TFTP \

E _ (4)UFUP \
4000 (5)Pluto \\

B_

°._4000- ' _2\
2000 -- STS-C

STS _ tJ[_42000

o I I I
I -100 0 100 200Injectionenergy,C3,krn2/s2

0 50 100 150 200
Injectionenergy,O3, krn2/s2 Figure 8.-- STS and STS-C performance with O2/H2/AI upper stages fordifferent missions: Galileo, Saturn Orbiter/Titan Probe (SOTP), Titan

Figure 6.--STS-C performancewith 02/H2/AI and 02/MMH/AI upper stages. Flyby/Titan Probe (TFTP), Uranus Flyby/Uranus Probe (UFUP), Pluto
Flyby.

10000 -- /\ Propellant TABLE VII.--MINIMUM PAYOFF
t _ 02/H2/AI INJECTION ENERGY C3 FOR HIGH-

\ \ O2/H2 ENERGY PLANETARY MISSIONS"
8000- ' • NTO/MMH/AI

\, \, NTO/MMH Propulsion Injection energy payoff,
ca
•," \ \ technology C3,

6000 _ I • km2/s 2,, \\E
I • STS STS-C

"_c 4000 m _\ _ NTO/MMH/AI -4.5 3.0-- O2/MMH/AI 76.3 82.5

2000 _ k O2/CHa/A. 83.4 91.5m O2/H2/AI 127.6 123.8

aThe payoffC 3 is defined as the C3 at which a 10-percent

1_ increase in injected mass is enabled over nonmctallizedI k propcllants.

0 50 100 150 200
Injectionenergy,03,km2/s2

This will be called the payoff C 3. With metallized propel-
Figure 7.--STS-C performance with O2/H2/AI and NTO/MMH/AI upper

lants, larger benefits are gained on very high energy missions.stages.
For the STS-C stages with a C3 of 123.8 km2/s2, a com-
parison of the O2/H2and the O2/H2/AI propulsion systems

increases are 300 to 380 kg; and with NTO/MMH/AI, the shows that metallized propellants can deliver a 10-percent
STS-C injected mass increases were 1510 to 1860 kg. additional payload. A 28-percent injected mass increase is

The STS-C with a large O2/H2/Ai upper stage can be an delivered at a C3 of 150 km2/s2. With the very high C3 of
effective tool for conducting fast planetary missions. Figure 8 160 km2/s2, a 79-percent increase is possible. The negative
compares the STS and STS-C with O2/H2/A1upper stages. C3 listed for the NTO/MMH/A1 systemis representative of
The STS with its stage can "capture" one of themissionslisted an upper-stage missionthat delivers a total/x I."thatis less than
(Galileo), whereas the STS-C and upper stage is the only the Earth's escape velocity.
option that can capture all of the missions. "Capturing" a In general, the payoff C3 in table VII for the STS missions
mission means that the upper stage can deliver the requisite is lower than those using the STS-C. The payoff occurs at
C3 for the spacecraft injected mass. a lower C3 for the STS because the STS stages are smaller

Table VII lists the values of C3 at which metallized pro- than those on the STS-C. An increase in the stage's lsp will
pellants increase the injected mass a minimum of 10 percent improve the stage's performance more rapidly for the smaller
(over their nonmetallized counterparts) for planetary missions, stages. Therefore, the payoff occurs at a lower C3. The only



exception is with 02/H2/AI propulsion. This is because of the Propellant
higher masspenalty paidby the stageswithcylindrical tankage.
Table III includes a breakdown of the types of tankage used 1_ Nonmetallized
in the different O2/H 2 and O2/H2/A! stages. Because of the _ Metallized
STS-C cargo bay volume, its O2/H2stage must use cylindrical

r--Uranusflyby/Uranusprobeinjectedtankage for both propellants.Thisplaces a masspenalty on this 1500 -- I mass = 1298 kg
stage over the O2/H2/AIstage of the STS-C. The metallized _l m

stage only uses cylindrical tankage for the H2/AI fuel. Because ._t_
of the added mass penalty for the O2/H 2 stage of the STS-C, _ 1000 - [i'JJJJi'_
the trend of the STS having the lower payoff C3 is reversed. E

The 02/H2/AI upper stage in the STS-C is the only system "g

that can produce the needed C3 for all the fast planetary mis- ._'_ 5o0 -
sions. As an example, in figure 9, the injected masses for the

Uranus Flyby/Uranus Probe (UFUP) mission are contrasted. 0
This mission needs a C3 of 150 km2/s 2. With O2/H2/AI, the O2/H2 O2/Hz/AI

margin for the mission is 157kg. The margin is the injected Propulsiontechnology

mass delivered over and above that required for the mission Figure9.--STS-Cmissionperformancefor Uranus Flyby/Uranus Probe
(listed in table V). The O2/H2 system falls short of the (UFUP) with 021H2/AI and O2/H2 propulsion.Injectionenergy, C3,
required performance. A Pluto flyby mission (ref. 38) with 150km2/s2.
a C3of 160km2/s2 is also enabled with the O2/Hz/A1system.

Systems other than O2/H2/AI propulsion can capture some 10000 --
of the planetary missions. Figure 10compares metallized and Propellant

nonmetallized upper-stage performance for a Galileo-class 17"! Nonmetallized 7
mission. This missionis a high-energy injectiontoJupiter with 8000 -- D Metallized /
a C_of 80 km2/s2. Using NTO/MMH/AI (with the STS-C), '/. /

the upper stage is able to deliver the needed injected mass of t_ /
.._ '/

2550 kg with a large 640-kg margin. Without metallized _ 6000 -- /-

propellants, only 1620 kg could be delivered to this C 3. E i--Galileoinjectedmass= 2550 kg ""Influence of specific impulse efficiency on performance.-- _ /

The influenceoft/on the performance of the metallized upper _ 4000 I /
stages for various missions was investigated. Because of the "_ /"
two-phaseflow of the metallizedpropellants in the combustion /
chamberand nozzle, there is adifference between the gas and 12000 //
solid-liquid particle velocities which creates a performance /
loss. The solid-liquidparticlesare composedof solidand liquid //
aluminum oxide (A1203). Once the potential losses of 0
metallized propellants are introduced into the analysis, the

performance may be much lower than that previously _ _ "-_ 0
predicted. A series of cases showing this influence on the ___O_ O O
O2/H2/AI and NTO/MMH/AI systems were analyzed, and a z
discussion of the results follows. Propulsiontechnology

Effects of 02/H2 Al on specific impulse efficiency: Tables Figure10.--STS-Cmissionperformancefor Galileomissionwithvarious
VIII and IX provide the parameters of injected mass and r/ propellants.Injectionenergy, C3, 80 km2/s2.
for O2/H2/AIstages in the STS and STS-C, respectively. In
these tables, the metallized r/varies from 0.934 to 0.984. This

range reflects the performance penalties that have been over O2/H2once the mission C3 is greater than 124 km2/s2.
predicted for metallized propellants: up to a 5-percent This is the payoff C3 discussed in table VII, which assumes
reduction in r/(refs. 28 and 39). The minimum r/required for that the r/for both propulsion systems is equal. In table IX,
O2/H2/AI to equal the performance of the nonmetallized the payoff C3 occurs at higher and higher values of C3 as the
O2/H2drops as the mission C3 increases. As C3increases, the r/is reduced. For r/= 0.974, the payoff C3is in the range of
injected mass capability of the higher-l_p metallized system 150 to 160 km2/s2. Thus, as the r/drops, only the missions
increases, and therefore the metallized system can tolerate a with very high injection energies will derive a benefit from
greater 7/penalty, metallized propellants.

With the O2/H2/AIstage in the STS-C (table IX), the per- An example of the influence of reductions in r/ on the
formance for planetary missions shows a 10-percent benefit performance of metallized O2/Hz/AIsystems was considered.
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TABLE VIII.--SPECIFIC IMPULSE EFFICIENCIES AND TABLE IX.--SPECIFIC IMPULSEEFFICIENCIESAND INJECTED MASSES
INJECTEDMASSES FOR STS UPPER STAGES WITH FOR STS-C UPPER STAGES WITHO,/H, AND O,/H,/AI PROPELLANTS

O2/H2 AND O2/H2/AIPROPELLANTS
la) Injected mass

(a) Injectedmass
Injection Propellants

Injection Propellants energy.

energy. I C3, O:/H: O:/H:/AI

C3" O2/H2 I O2/H2/AI km2/s:
km-_Is'_ Specific impulseefficienc,v.7/

Specific impulse efficiency, I
0.984

0.984 0.979 0.974 I 0.964 0.934I
0.984 0.984 0.979 0.974 I 0.964 0.934z

Injectedmasses of propellants,kg
Injected masses of propellants, kg

0.00 25 089.90 25 329.00 25 232.00 25 137.00 24 937.00 24 318.00
0.00 8539.90 8630.90 8589.60 8549.20 8464.10 8203.60 20.00 19 821.88 20 126.61 20 008.79 19 893.77 19 652.06 18 909.57

20.00 6475.36 6574.78 6529.03 6484.29 6390.60 6105.97 30.00 17 493.24 17 820.29 17 695.61 17 574.00 17 318.73 16 537.29
30.00 5604.78 5705.22 5658.74 5613.30 5518.37 ! 5231.05 40.00 15 353.28 15 696.80 15 567.34 15 441.12 15 176.51 14 369.22
40.00 4830.21 4930.04 4883.61 4838.20 4743.59 4458.27 50.00 13 391.05 13 745.84 13 613.44 13 484.35 13 214.18 12 392.56
50.00 4142.84 4240.76 4194.99 4150.18 4057.09 3777.26 60.00 11 595.59 I1 957.07 11 823.36 11 692.95 I1 420.48 10 594.52
60.00 3533.81 3628.91 3584.23 3540.43 3449.70 3177.68 70.00 9 955.95 10 320.19 I0 186.56 I0056.15 9 784.19 8 962.30
70.00 2994.31 3086.02 3042.69 3000.15 2912.24 2649.18 80.00 8 461.17 8 824.88 8 692.51 8 563.20 8 294.07 7 483.09
80.00 2515.50 2603.62 2561.73 2520.52 2435.56 2181.40 90.00 7 100.31 7 460.82 7 330.67 7 203.34 6 938.88 6 144.09
90.00 2088.54 2173.24 2132.72 2092.74 2010.47 1763.99 100.00 5 862.40 6 217.70 6 090.50 5 965.80 5 707.40 4 932.50

100.00 1704.60 1786.40 1747.00 1708.00 1627.80 1386.60 110.130 4 736.50 5 085.20 4 961.46 4 839.83 4 588.38 3 835.52
I10.00 1354.85 1434.64 1395.94 1357.49 1278.39 1038.88 120.00 3 711.64 4 053.01 3 933.01 3 814.67 3 570.59 2 840.35
120.00 1030.46 1109.47 1070.89 1032.39 953.06 710.47 130.00 2 776.89 3 110.81 2 994.61 2 879.56 2 642.79 I 934.19
130.00 722.60 802.44 763.21 723.90 642.64 391.03 140.00 I 921.27 2 248.28 2 135.72 2 023.74 1 793.75 I 104.24
140.00 422.43 505.07 464.27 423.22 337.97 70.20 150.00 1 133.85 1 455.11 1 345.81 I 236.45 I 012.23 337.69
150.00 121.11 208.89 165.41 121.53 29.86 160.00 403.66 720.99 614.34 506.93 286.99

170.00 ....... 35.59

(b) Increase of injected mass of O,/H2/AI over O2/H,

Ib) Increaseof injected mass of O.,/H.,/AIover O_,/H-,
Injection Specific impulse efficiency, r/

energy. I I Injection Specific impulseefficiency.

Ca. 0.984 t 0.979 ] 0.974 0.964 0.934 energy. 0.974
km"/s2 C3. 0.984 0.979 0.964 0.934

Increase in injected mass, percent km-'Is-"
Increase in injectedmass, percent

0.00 1.07 0.58 0. I1 -0.89 -3.94

20.00 1.54 .83 .14 -1.31 -5.70 0.00 0.96 0.57 0.19 -0.61 -3.07
30.00 1.79 .96 .15 - 1.54 -6.67 20.00 1.54 .94 .36 -.86 -4.60
40.00 2.07 I. I1 .17 - 1.79 -7.70 30.00 1.87 I. 16 .46 - 1.00 -5.46
50.00 2.36 1.26 .18 -2.07 : -8.82 40.00 2.24 1.39 .57 -1.15 -6.41
60.00 2.69 1.43 .19 -2.38 - 10.08 50.00 2.65 1.66 .70 - 1.32 -7.46
70.00 3.06 1.62 .19 -2.74 ! -11.53 60.00 3.12 1.96 .84 -I.51 -8.63
80.00 3.50 1.84 .20 -3.18 -13.28 70.00 3.66 2.32 1.01 -I.73 -9.98
90.00 4.06 2.12 .20 -3.74 - 15.54 80.00 4.30 2.73 1.21 - 1.97 - I1.56

100.00 4.80 2.49 .20 -4.51 -18.66 90.00 5.08 3.24 1.45 -2.27 -13.47
I10.00 5.89 3.03 .19 -5.64 -23.32 100.00 6.06 3.89 1.76 -2.64 -15.86
120.00 7.67 3.92 .19 -7.51 -31.05 110.00 7.36 4.75 2.18 -3.13 -19.02
130.00 11.05 5.62 .18 -11.06 -45.89 120.00 9.20 5.96 2.78 -3.80 -23.47
140.00 19.58 9.91 .19 -19.99 -83.38 130.00 12.03 7.84 3.70 -4.83 -30.35
150.00 72.47 36.58 .34 -75.34 140.00 17.02 11.16 5.33 -6.64 -42.53

150.00 28.33 18.69 9.05 -10.73 -70.22
160.00 78.61 52.19 25.58 -28.90

II



Figure 11 shows the injected mass for the UFUP mission as 2000m Propellant
a functionof r/. The O2/H2 systemhas a 98.4-percent
efficiency. In this example, once the r/equals 97 percent, the O2/H2/AI

injected mass for the O2/H2/AIand the O2/H2 systems is the O O2/H 2

same. The UFUP mission is not enabled until r/is greater than _ 1500

Orofequalahight°7.97"7percent. This shows the critical importance _ __O

An alternative approach to increase the O2/H2/AIinjected

mass performance and recover some of the losses due to lower _
r/was investigated. If the metal loading of 02/H2/AI is in- "- 1000
creased from 60 percent to 70 percent, the lsp carl be increased
from 485.4 to 489.8 lbf-s/lbm. With the increased lsp, the

propulsionsystemmay be able to tolerate a lower 7- Figure 12 I I ] ]
illustrates the potential Ispincreases enabled with increased 500.95 .96 .97 .98 .99

Metallizedspecificimpulseefficiency,rl

Figure13.--UranusFlyby/UranusProbe(UFUP) missionperformancewith
2000 -- Propellant 70-percent AI loading. Injection energy, C3, 150 km2/s2.

O2/H2/AI
O O2/H2

.._15oo-

__O AI loading. If the metal loading is increased to 70 percent,

however, the mixture ratio will drop to 0.7. The propellant

tankage will change, and a new propulsion system configura-
tion will be required. The new propulsion mass-scaling equa-

•_ 1000 tion for the 70-percent AI loading case would be

mdry= 373.80 + 0.1612 mp

500 I I I [ Figure 13 shows the performance of an O2/H2/AI system

.95 .06 .97 .98 .99 with 70-percent A1 loading in the H2. The injected mass
Metallizedspecificimpulseefficiency,rI capability of the new stage is 1500kg (lsp = 489.8 lbf-s/lbm),

Figure 1l.--Injected mass versus specific impulse efficiency _/for Uranus butonly 1455kg was delivered at a metal loadingof 60 percent
Flyby/Uranus Probe (UFUP) mission. Injected energy, Ca. 150 km2/s2; (Isp = 485.4 Ibf-s/lbm). This performance level requires an
specificimpulseof O2/H2, Isp, 0.984. of 0.984. At an _/of 0.974, the metallized system can still

perform the UFUP mission. This higher 70-percent metal
loading allows the r/ to be slightly lower than that at a
60-percent loading (r/= 0.977) and still perform the mission.

Mixture Even with the high A1 loading, the system can only tolerateratio
a small added 0.3-percent reduction in r/. This method of

0.7 makingthe metallized systemmore tolerant of Vpenalties was,/

E 490 m ) therefore, not considered attractive.

/ Effects of NTO/MMH/AI on specific impulse efficiency:t.t
I/ The overall effect of reduced r/ is less detrimental for

-_ 1.6/ NTO/MMH/A1propellants.Withthe metallizedNTO/MMH/A1,=

_/ the theoretical lsp increase over NTO/MMH is 25 lbf-s/lbm.

485 m _ This large increase is able to "absorb" a larger l_ppenalty

"5 2.4 than the other metallized propellant cases and still enable aQ.

.__. 3 large injected mass increase. Tables X and XI provide the
o parametrics of injected mass and r/for NTO/MMH/A1 stages
_. in both the STS and STS-C. An _ range of 0.888 to 0.938
co 480 I I I I was used to represent up to a 5-percent penalty on 7. As with

30 40 50 60 70 the results for O2/H2/A1 in tables VIII and IX, as the
Metalloading,percentoftotalfuelmass NTO/MMH/A1 rldecreases, the percent increase in injected

Figure 12.--Specific impulse of 02/H2/AI at high metal loadings, mass decreasesfor any given missionC3.
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TABLEX.--SPECIFIC IMPULSE EFFICIENCIESAND INJECTED TABLE XI.--SPECIFICIMPULSE EFFICIENCIESAND INJECTED MASSESFOR
MASSESFOR STS UPPER STAGES WITHNTO/MMH STS-C UPPERSTAGESWITHNTO/MMH AND NTO/MMH/AIPROPELLANTS

AND NTO/MMH/AIPROPELLANTS
(a) Injected mass

(a) Injectedmass
Injection Propellants

Injection Propellants energy. I

energy. C_. NTO/MMH[ NTO/MMH/AI
C3, NTO/MMH NTO/MMH/AI km-_/s"

km21sz Specific impulseefficiency, rt

Specific impulseefficiency. _ I I I
0.938 0.938 0.933 0.928 0.918 0.888

0.938 0.938 I 0.933 0.928 I 0.918 I 0.888 Injected masses of propellants, kg
Injected masses of propellants, kg

0.00 18210.00 19 900.00 19 782.00 19657.00 19 410.00 18 641.00

0.00 5799.10 6446.40 6401.00 6352.40 6257.10 5963.70 20.00 12219.43 14 069.34 13 939.04 13 801.40 13530.26 12 694.69
20.00 3676.34 4312.25 4267.03 4218.79 4124.48 3837.68 30.00 9 773.82 11 633.67 I1 502.01 II 363.12 11089.98 10252.41
30.00 2867.12 3478.20 3434.54 3388.03 3297.19 3022.40 40.00 7 647.24 9 482.43 9 351.86 9 214.31 8 944.25 8 120.14
40.00 2188.65 2771.01 2729.34 2684.98 2598.39 2337.41 50.00 5 804.15 7 589.11 7 461.54 7 327.30 7 064.20 6 264.95
50.00 1612.91 2169.30 2129.63 2087.40 2004.94 1756.56 60.00 4 208.97 5 927.23 5 803.98 5 674.45 5 420.96 4 653.91
60.00 1111.86 1651.70 1613.62 1573.06 1493.70 1253.73 70.00 2 826.15 4 470.26 4 352.14 4 228.09 3 985.66 3 254.08
70.00 657.56 1196.86 1159.55 1119.73 1041.53 802.75 80.00 I 620.12 3 191.72 3 078.95 2 960.56 2 729.41 2 032.54
80.00 221.92 783.32 745.61 705.17 625.28 377.513 90.00 555.32 2 065.10 I 957.36 1 844.22 I 623.35 956.36
90.00 389.80 350.02 307.14 221.82 100.00 I 063.90 960.30 851.40 638.60

110.00 161.61 60.72

(b) Increaseof injecledmass of NTO/MMH/AI
over NTO/MMH (b) Increase of injected mass of NTO/MMH/AI

over NTO/MMH

Injection Specific impulseefficiency. 7/

0.9380.9330.9280.9180.888 encrg,. I Ikin:isz C3. 0.938 0.933 0.928 0.918 0.888
Increase in injectedmass. percent km'/s:

Increasein injected mass. percent
0.00 II. 16 10.38 9.54 7.90 2.84

20.00 17.30 16.07 14.76 12.19 4.39 0.00 9.28 8.63 7.95 6.59 2.37
30.00 21.31 19.79 18.17 15.00 5.42 20.00 15.14 14.07 12.95 10.73 3.89
40.00 26.61 24.70 22.68 18.72 6.80 30.00 19.03 17.68 16.26 13.47 4.90
50.00 34.50 32.04 29.42 24.31 8.91 40.00 24.00 22.29 20.49 16.96 6.18
60.00 48.55 45.12 41.48 34.34 12.76 50.00 30.75 28.56 26.24 21.71 7.94
70.00 82.01 76.34 70.29 58.39 22.08 60.00 40.82 37.90 34.82 28.80 10.57

80.00 252.98 235.99 217.76 181.76 [ 70.11 70.00 58.18 54.00 49.61 41.03 15.1480.00 97.01 90.04 82.74 68.47 25.46
90.00 271.87 252.47 232.10 192.33 72.22
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4000 --
Propellant

NTO/MMH/AI
Zk NTO/MMH

3000 -- ,for TABLEXII.--PAYLOADCAPABILITY_" FOR PLANETARYMISSIONS:
Galileoinjected mass ,,f ONE- AND TWO-STAGE

E ...... - - _,;_ PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
"O

• I" _- (a) STSlaunchmass,24 950kg;totalstagewet
__ 2000 -- massand injectedmass,20 841 kg

/k Propulsiontechnology Numberof stages

1ooo I I I I I I One T;o
.88 .89 .90 .91 .92 93 94 Injectedmass,

Metallizedspecificimpulseefficiency,_1 kg

Figure14.--Sensitivityof Galileomissionperformanceto specificimpulse
efficiency.Injectionenergy, C3, 80 km2/s2. Injectionenergy, C3, 80 km2/s2

NTO/MMH 221.9 1227.0
NTO/MMH/AI 783.3 1595.9
O2/H 2 2515.5 3114.0

Figure 14 shows the effect of reduced _7on the Galileo-class O2/H2/AI 2603.6 3188.0
mission with a C3 of 80 km2/s 2. The NTO/MMH _ is 0.938.

Injection energy, C3, 150 km2/s 2Even if the _ is reduced to 0.91, the NTO/MMH/AI stage can

still deliver the C3 required for the mission. Once the r/drops O2/H2 121.1 1327.0

to 0.868, the metallized system only delivers the same injected O2/H2/AI 208.9 1380.0
mass performance as the NTO/MMH system.

Clearly, the r/will have a very strong influence on reducing Injectionenergy, ca, 160 km2/s2

the injected mass performance in some of the metallized cases. O2/H2 (a) 1163.0
A penalty of the magnitude predicted for metallized propellants O2/H2/A1 .... 1215.0
can potentially eliminate their benefits. Small reductions in
r/, however, can be absorbed with only a small payload penalty, aNot capable of dclivering a payloadtothisC3.
Research on reducing the performance losses of metallized
systems has been conducted (ref. 40). Reducing the Al20 3 (b) STS-C launch mass, 68 040 kg; total stage

wet mass and injected mass, 63 931 kg
particle size has been shown to reduce the gas and solid-liquid

velocity differences, improve the metallized r/, and thus Propulsiontechnology Number of stages
improve the delivered payload.

Two-stage vehicle performance.--Past liquid propulsion One Two

upper-stage systems, such as the Centaur, Centaur G, and
Centaur G-Prime, have not considered two-stage vehicles. Injectedmass,kg
Augmentation of the C3 of the stages with small solid rocket
motors has been conducted (as with the Pioneer 10 and 11 and Injectionenergy, Ca, 80km2/s2

the Voyager1 and 2 outer planetspacecraft).Addingthese
solid rocket motors made effective use of vehicle staging. NTO/MMH 1620.1 4 936.0NTO/MMH/AI 3191.7 6 092.2
Many of the high-C3 missions, however, can gain significant O2/H 2 8461.2 10 610.(]
benefits from a specially tailored two-stage system of high- 02/H2/AI 8824.9 l0 875.13

energy liquid upper stages.
An assessment of the performance differences for two-stage Injectionenergy, C3, 150 km2/s2

vehicles for the planetary missions was conducted. Table XII
O2/H 2 1133.9 5 140.0

contrasts the performance of one- and two-stage vehicle OjH2/AI 1455.1 5 240.0
performance for three missions. In the tables, the STS and

STS-C-constrained vehicle performance is significantly Injectionenergy,Ca, 160km2/s2
enhanced through staging. Clearly, the highest performance
gains are at a high C3. With the two-stage O2/H2/A1 system, O2/H2 403.7 4 530.0
potentially all of the advanced planetary missions can be O2/HJAI 721.0 4 717.0
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"captured." Similarly, with the STS-C two-stage O2/H2/AI TABLEXIII.--METALLIZEDNTO/MMH/AIANDO2/H2/AI

system, there is an even higher capability, allowing for even UPPER-STAGE MASS SUMMARIES: FIXED MASS,
more massive and propulsion-intensive planetary missions. ONE-STAGE DESIGN POINTS

The O2/Hz system (STS or STS-C) can deliver sufficient C3 [STS-Claunchmass,68040kg; totalstagewetmassand
to capture nearly all of the planetary missions. An important injectedmass,63 931 kg.]
result of this analysis is that the two-stage system can enable

Element Propellant
a large enough performance increase that the system can
capture all of the planetary missions without using metallized NTO/MMH/AI O2/H2/AI

propellants.
A two-stage system, although it promises very high perfor- Injectionenergydesign point,

mance, may not alwaysbe considered as a primary option over km2/s2

a single-stage vehicle. The bulk of the planetary and Earth- 80 160
orbital traffic planned for the near and foreseeable future
requires relatively low-energy injections.. Lower-energy- Mass,kg

capability vehicles (such as single-stage liquid stages) are, in IPropellant tankage 227 1255
some cases, chosen because of the desire to fulfill the needs Pressurization 148 246
of a wide range of users and the constraints of existing stages 'Enginesand feedsystem 400 400
and launch vehicles. Thermal control 1 595 1627

Structure 3 720 3 797

Residuals and holdup 809 826
Fixed Stages Contingency (10 percent) 690 815

In the previous discussion, the maximalperformance for the Total burnoutmass 7 589 8 966
one-stage systems was analyzed. With these data, a perform-

Usable propellant 53 150 54 244
ance assessment of a fixed stage was conducted. The fixed-
stage design point was chosen on the basis of two major Injectedmass 3 192 721

factors. The first of these factors is the stage's ability to Total 63 931 63 931

perform a wide range of planetary missions. The second is
the design point where the stage can deliver the maximal
payload benefit. Simply put, the fixed-stage design point was
selected to gain the maximum benefit for the widest variety
of missions. With the NTO/MMH/Ai upper stage, the design point that

Figure 15compares the performance of two types of fixed was selected was a C3 of 80 kmZ/s2. This C3 was chosen to
and optimized stages: NTO/MMH/AI and O2/H2/AI, both capture the Galileo-classmission. This stage is compatiblewith
using the STS-C. This analysis was conducted to assure that the STS-C and has a burnoutmass of 7589 kg. TableXIII pro-
a fixed-stage design could still perform a wide range of the videsa mass summaryfor the two systems. For the stage using
planetary missions. For both systems, the large differences OflH2/AI, the C3 used for the design point was 160 km2/sz.
inperformance are primarily at the lower injection energies. This stage was also designedfor the STS-C and has an 8966-kg

burnout mass. At this design point, the stage can still perform
all the desired planetary missions. The O2/Hz/A1stage with
the STS-C is the only single-stagepropellant combinationthat
will capture all the missions.

12 000 r Propellant
/
| \\ \\ -- O2/H2/AI

/ \_,' ._----- NTO/MMH/AI Concluding Remarks

| I _," _. _'- Optimized

l Fixed-J" _-- _'_ Many technologies are available to increase the payloadcapabilities of the STS and STS-C. Earth- and space-storable,

"_ _ *_,N_o X_ cryogenic, and metallized propulsion all have the capability
•_ 4000 to deliver significantly larger payloads than the IUS to GEO.

In many cases, however, the performancebenefitsof metallized

propellants over their nonmetallized counterparts are modest.The onlyexception to this is the NTO/MMH/AI system.Earth-
0 50 100 150 200 storable NTO/MMH/AIenables a 25-1br-s/lbmlspincreaseover

Injectionenergy,Ca,km2/s2 NTO/MMH. This increaseallows a 17-to 19-percentpayload
Figure 15.--Comparison of optimized and fixed upper stages for STS-C. improvement over the nonmetallized storable NTO/MMH
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systems and a 75-percent increase over the STS/IUS. For the 3 kn22[s 2, a stage using metallized NTO/MMH/AI propel-
GEO mission, NTO/MMH/A! can deliver comparable per- lants on the STS-C is able to deliver an injected mass increase
formance to all the space-storable propulsion options. Metal- more than 10-percent greater than that for the NTO/MMH
lized NTO/MMH/AI is therefore recommended as an option system. A single-stage NTO/MMH/A! propulsion system can
for the LEO-GEO transfer mission, enable a fast Galileo-class mission on the STS-C. At this C3,

Payload delivery to high Earth-orbital inclinations(65*) will the NTO/MMH/A! system can deliver a 97-percent injected
also benefit from metallized fuels. The payload increases for mass increase over the NTO/MMH system.
metallized propellants range from 1.7 to 3.1 percent. This is Most of the systems considered in these analyses are single-
the performance range for the O2/H2/A1,Oz/CH4/AI, and the stage systems. Two-stage systems using nonmetallized Oa/H2
OJMMH/AI systems. Again, the NTO/MMH/A! systempro- propellantscan alsoenable nearly all of the planetary missions.
duced the greatest increaseover its nonmetallizedcounterpart: Usinga two-stagesystemspecificallytailored to these missions,
20 percent (with the STS) and 17 percent (with the STS-C). however, may not be an option for the STS program. Past
The total payload delivered on the 10 000 km mission with liquid propulsion upper stages have been almost exclusively
NTO/MMH/A1 was 3890 kg (with the STS) and 12 860 kg single staged (with augmentation from a relatively small solid
with the STS-C. This NTO/MMH/A1 system is the only tom- rocket motor). The capability of the two-stage system should
bination with large payload benefits for this Earth-orbital be considered as an important alternativeshould the need arise
mission class. In addition, the potentialmilitary needfor long- for this increased performance level.
term loitering of these vehicles in orbit may also demand the The technologies of NTO/MMH/AI and OJH2/AI should
higher liquid boiling temperatures afforded by Earth- and bothbe included in future mission studies. These technologies
space-storable propellants. An NTO/MMH/AI system can can benefit launch vehicleupper stages, but, in addition, other
provide both significantly increasedpayload performance and studies have shown performance gains for lunar and Mars
easier propellant storability, missions and for the launch vehicles themselves. Potential

Although cryogenic stages provide the greatest payload reductions of tankage volumeand mass are also possible with
benefit, a space-storable stage can deliver many of the perfor- metallized storable propellants. The increased safety benefits
mance needs for LEO-GEO missions and very significant offered by metallized propellants (making the propellant less
improvements over the IUS. Both storable and cryogenic likelyto spilland less sensitiveto "damaged" propellant tanks)
propulsion can have a place in future space transfer systems, also should not be overlooked.
The use ofmetallized and nonmetallized space-storable stages There are significant potential benefits in using metallized
in the STS-C can be an effective tool for future missions. In propellants. Metailized propulsion systems performance effi-
some cases, the payload delivery benefits of the space-storable ciencies used in these analyses, however, were based on the
upper stages with the STS-C are superior to the performance efficienciesof their nonmetallizedcounterparts.The fullbenefits
of an O2/H 2 upper stage in the STS. These significant of metallized propellants will be realized only if these high
performance capabilities with only space-storable propellants efficiencies are achieved.
should not be overlooked. The STS and STS-C both require a high-energy upper stage

Metallized O2/H2/AI propellants enable a significant per- for effective use by the planetary program and for access
formance improvement over nonmetallized combinations in to GEO. Development of a high-energy upper stage should
several planetary applications. With O2/Hz/A! propulsion, all include metallized propellants in the early conceptual design
of the very high energy planetary missions that were once and deployment to gain the maximal advantage from this new
rejected becauseof launch vehicleconstraintsare now enabled, vehicle for planetary missions. Applyingmetallizedpropulsion
The highest gains for the metallized propulsion systems are options to future upper stages will make them, the STS, and
for planetary injection missions where the upper stage must the STS-C safer, more productive, and more cost-effective.
delivera C3greater than 124kmZls 2. At a C3below this point,
however, the payload advantages are lessthan 10percent. For
the Galileo-class mission (80 kmZ/s2), the benefits of metal-
lized O2/H2/A1are only 4.3 percent. Lewis Research Center

Earth-and space-storablemetallizedpropellantsalso provide National Aeronautics and Space Administration
attractive options for planetary missions. At a C3 above Cleveland, Ohio, May 17, 1991
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Appendix--Symbols and Acronyms
A,B mass-scaling parameters f final

C3 injection energy (hyperbolic excess velocity m metal in the fuel
squared) o initial

go gravitational constant p propellant

Isp specific impulse p,m metallized propellant

ML metal loading p,n • nonmetallized propellant

MW molecular weight of combustion products te transfer eclipse

m mass tot total
R radius ratio

r orbital radius
Acronyms:

T combustion temperature

Vo initial velocity GEO geosynchronous Earth orbit

Voo hyperbolic excess velocity IUS Inertial Upper Stage

z_V change in orbital velocity LEO low Earth orbit

e expansion ratio NASA NationalAeronautics and SpaceAdministration

_/ specific impulse efficiency NTO/MMH nitrogen tetroxide/monomethyl hydrazine

0 orbital plane change STS Space Transportation System

t_ Earth's gravitational parameter STS-C Space Transportation System--Cargo

p density UFUP Uranus Flyby/Uranus Probe

Subscripts:

circ circularization

dry dry
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